That's your style
Modern
Traditional

Contemporary

Industrial

Happy
Collector

Modern

Simple chic

Classic

You love classic formal design but also love to keep your family
heirlooms as long as they have similar lines. Your style
borrows from both traditional and modern design and is
ultimately about comfort and warmth, calm and soothing colors.
Light and bright colors and small patterns in textiles fits to you.
You like it casual and comfortable, your rooms are inviting
and warm with soft lighting and cozy materials. Your style is
creamy whites, all kind of neutrals, light blues, reds and olive
green, nothing too crazy, softened and rounded lines.
You love rustic details but comfort is also very important to
you. You love leather combined with metal and texture and
also wood finishes, with a rough and unfinished look. Your
colors are all sorts of grays, dark blues and black but in
combination with metal it doesn't get boring.
You love to mix up different styles, collect whatever you like
and bring it all together with an overall color. Different
patterns go easy for you, you know how to create a very
stylish mishmash in your home. You are a flea market
shopper and that's where you find treasures for your home.
You love it all modern, clean lines and reduced forms.
Your home reflects a well composed picture, minimalism in
a charming way. You add color with accessories or textiles
for a pop to make the look more interesting. Try an accent
wall with wallpaper or a bold color, fits perfect to this style.
You love the essentials but also elegance and luxurious
textures. You find this style in Scandinavian designs. You
love white walls which make the room airy and fresh.
Weathered wood and white linens fit to your style. White,
cream, pale gray and pastels are your colors.
You love everything that is classic and will never go out of
style. You like to add some interesting details to your
decor which can be exchanged easily.This style is safe
and clean and timeless. You like soft neutral colors and
dark accents for some spark.
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